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Abstract
Learning automata are used at the source nodes of a connectionoriented network to dynamically route newly arriving virtual calls to
their destination.
First, two new learning automata are introduced. Then, these two
learning automata, as well as the well-known L learning automaton
and the deterministic shortest-path algorithms are used in a simulation program to route virtual calls. The more frequent the updating
and the more recent network state information used, the better the
performance.
In the sequence, the virtual link length is developed as a function
of both the number of packets and the number of virtual calls at the
network link. This virtual link length is used in the learning automata
routing algorithm and is showed via simulation to be superior to the
minimum packet delay or shortest-queue-type link length, usually used
in real networks. Thus, in connection-oriented networks, not only the
packet but also the virtual call traffic characteristics should be used
in the routing decisions.
Furthermore, when the network state information is out-of-date,
or when there are few virtual calls and each one carries a large number
of packets, then the virtual link length should be based more on the
number of virtual calls than on the number of packets at this link.
On the other hand, when the network state information is current
and there are many virtual calls and each one carries a small number
of packets, then the virtual link length should be based more on the
number of packets than on the number of virtual calls at this link.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic routing in connection-oriented or virtual circuit networks is the
selection for every newly arriving virtual call of the currently best path from
its source to its destination node. Dynamic routing may be implemented
according to two ways:
1) In deterministic routing, the selection of a route from source to destination is done deterministically. If our network model is correct and the
network state does not change drastically from the moment we measure it
until we make the routing decisions, then we may act with confidence (in
a deterministic way) that our routing decisions are correct. One possible
rule to achieve the optimal routing is with a weighted round-robin fashion.
Another possible rule is to select a route if the cost of this route is less than
the cost of all other possible routes.
2) In probabilistic routing, the selection of a route from source to destination, is done probabilistically. Note, that deterministic routing is a special
case of probabilistic routing (with probability 1). Solving the routing problem
in computer networks, we only find (if we can) the ”solution” to an approximation of the real problem. The underlying assumptions of the model (e.g.
independent exponential distributions), or even other management problems
that are not explicitly considered, affect the ”solution”. Thus, instead of
using a definitive decision (by completely trusting the optimality conditions
and the measurements) a probabilistic one may be used favoring some action.
In this paper, we propose such a probabilistic routing approach based
on learning automata algorithms. These are adaptive control algorithms
for highly uncertain systems [20]. They select probabilistically an action
and then update their action probabilities according to the outcome of the
selected action. If the outcome is favorable, then the probability of the selected action increases, otherwise it decreases. So, instead of deterministically
choosing an action, learning automata choose it with very high probability.
Note, that if we appropriatelly calibrate the step size of these learning automata algorithms, then they may choose an action deterministically (with
probability 1).
The greatest potential of the learning automata methodology is that it
permits the control of very complex dynamic systems. Even when little
information is available, they act to minimize the effects of future system
changes. Learning automata have been applied to routing problems like
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telephone routing [1, 21, 22, 24, 28, 29], datagram routing [5, 11, 14, 15,
18, 26, 27], and virtual circuit routing [10, 8]. British Telecom has already
developed a learning automata routing system for use in their long distance
network [4].
Glorioso, Grueneich & Dunn [14] use learning automata for routing. If
a call is successful through a path, the probability of using the same path
is increased, otherwise it is decreased. Simulation results show the ability
of learning automata to route the traffic around the destroyed portions of
the network and provide an improved grade of service. Glorioso, Grueneich
& McElroy [15] equalize the loading on the network links using learning
automata routing. They demonstrate the ability of learning automata to
adapt to a loss of network facilities and to operate with uncertain network
facilities.
Narendra, Wright & Mason [24] use the M automaton for telephone call
routing. An action corresponds to a sequence of alternate paths to be attempted. The penalty probability of each action is updated according to
the success or blocking of the telephone call. At overload conditions, learning automata routing results in a lower blocking probability and lower node
congestion compared to fixed rule alternate routing.
Narendra & Thathachar [22] introduce two new models of nonstationary
random environments. When an action is performed, its penalty probability
increases while the penalty probabilities of the other actions decrease. They
prove that the LR−P automaton operating in such environment tends to
equalize the expected penalty probabilities. Simulation of telephone call
routing confirms the equalization of the blocking probabilities.
Chrystall & Mars [5] route messages over the outgoing links using learning
automata at every network node. The delay experienced by every message is
used to update the probability of selecting the same link again. They point
out that the LR−I automaton attempts to equalize the average path delays,
while the LR−P automaton attempts to equalize the accumulated path delays.
Srikantakumar & Narendra [28] analyze nonstationary environments where
the penalty probabilities are functions of the action probabilities. They prove
that the LR−P automaton equalizes the penalty rates, while the LR−P automaton equalizes the penalty probabilities. For telephone call routing, the
LR−P automaton attempts to equalize the rates of the call blocking probabilities, while the LR−P automaton attempts to equalize the call blocking
probabilities. Further simulation results by Narendra & Mars [21] verify the
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behavior predicted by the theoretical analysis.
Mason [18] proposes new learning automata algorithms to route packets
in packet switched networks. The routing parameters are updated according
to the packet delays on the links. Simulation results show the superiority of
the learning automata routing over fixed and random routing.
Akselrod and Langholz [1] show via simulation that learning automata
routing performs better than fixed routing for telephone networks. Furthermore, they introduce a penalty function of the number of calls on each trunk
group to represent its load.
Nedzelnitsky and Narendra [26] propose a new model for nonstationary enironments whose penalty probabilities depend on the previous penalty
probabilities and on the probabilities of the performed actions. Then they
simulate routing in datagram packet switched network by learning automata
at every network node. The SLR−I and SLR−P automata equalize the delays, while the SLR−P automaton equalizes the delay rates.
Zgierski & Oommen [29] show via object-oriented simulation the superiority of learning automata telephone call routing to fixed rule and random
routing in terms of call blocking probability. Their simulation environment
uses any of the M-automaton, several linear learning automata, the corresponding discrete learning automata and their absorbing versions.
Economides & Silvester [11] propose learning automata for routing packets in a network with unreliable links. The routing probabilities are updated
according to the success or failure of packet transmission, or according to the
marginal packet delays over the unreliable links. Learning automata are also
used to estimate the link error rates.
Economides, Ioannou & Silvester [10] propose learning automata for routing virtual calls. The routing probabilities are updated according to the
unfinished work on the paths. Simulation results show equalization of the
unfinished work on the paths. Furthermore, two other extensions on the
learning automata updating algorithms are proposed: the multiple response
learning automata (which are analyzed mathematically in [9]), and the virtual updating learning automata.
In this paper, we extend our results on introducing learning automata
[10] at the source nodes of the network to dynamically route newly arriving
virtual calls to their destination. In section 2, we introduce two new learning automata and propose the learning automata routing of virtual calls in
connection-oriented networks. In section 3, we simulate virtual circuit net5

works and use the two new learning automata, as well as the L learning
automaton and the deterministic algorithm for routing newly arriving virtual calls. We find that the more frequent the updating and the more recent
information used, the better the performance.
In section 4, we develop a new measure of the link load, the virtual link
length, which is a function of both the number of packets and the number
of virtual calls at this link. We use it to update the learning automaton
routing algorithm, that probabilistically routes every newly arriving virtual
call. We show via simulation that this virtual link length is superior to the
minimum packet delay or shortest-queue-type link length, usually used in real
networks [2, 3, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 25, 30]. Furthermore, when the network
state information is out-of-date, or when there are few virtual calls and each
one carries a large number of packets, then the number of virtual calls should
weight more in the virtual link length than the number of packets. On the
other hand, when the network state information is current, and there are
many virtual calls and each one carries a small number of packets, then the
number of packets should weight more in the virtual link length than the
number of virtual calls. Finally, in section 5, we summarize the results.

2

LEARNING AUTOMATA AS ROUTERS

In this section, we apply three learning automata algorithms to the routing
problem in virtual circuits networks [8]. In these networks, a call set-up
packet, which may be part of the first packet of a message, initiates the
establishment of a virtual circuit from source to destination. All other packets
belonging to this message follow the same route which remains fixed for the
duration of the call [6, 7].
The formulation of the routing problem can be done either on the link
flow space or on the path flow space. In future high speed computer communication networks, the transmission delay will be extremely low and we will
not want to spend extra time in network management decisions inside the
network. Therefore, the computationally intensive processes, such as the network management decisions, will be transferred outside of the network either
to the source or to the destination node. With this in mind, we formulate
the routing problem on the path flow space, which means that the control
decisions will be done at the source nodes. In this way, we also avoid loops,
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since the virtual calls will follow a previously determined loop free path.
Since network conditions change very rapidly, the minimum length path
at a time instant may not be the same at the next time instant. Also,
the information about the network state is always obsolete and inacurrate.
Therefore the routing decisions should not overreact and immediately send
a new virtual call along the minimum length path to its destination. The
system management decisions should fast track the current network state but
without introducing instability.
The proposed dynamic virtual call routing algorithms are based on a
Probabilistic Selection of the Minimum Length Path idea [10]. Instead of
using a definitive decision as to where to send a newly arriving virtual call,
we vary the routing probabilities favoring the minimum length path.
Every source node [s.] has a learning automaton, for every destination
node [.d], that routes newly arriving virtual calls at node [s.] and destined
for node [.d]. These learning automata operate asynchronously and base their
decisions on the current network state. The actions, a(n), of each automaton
are to select some particular path π[sd] to the destination node [.d].
The automaton selects action a(n) = aπ[sd] with probability Pπ[sd] (n). Action a(n) becomes input to the environment. If this results in a favorable outcome for the network performance, then the probability Pπ[sd] (n) is increased
(rewarded) by ∆Pπ[sd] (n) and the Pp[sd] (n), ∀p[sd] 6= π[sd], are decreased by
∆Pp[sd] (n). Otherwise, if an unfavorable outcome happens, then the Pπ[sd] (n)
is decreased (penalized) by ∆Pπ[sd] (n) and the Pp[sd] (n), ∀p[sd] 6= π[sd] are
increased by ∆Pp[sd] (n).
The simplest information that someone can measure and transfer about
the network state is the packet delay through each path from source to destination. Measurements of the packet delay are also used in the ARPANET
routing [13, 16, 17, 30] as well as in the Internet routing [19, 25].
In the deterministic shortest-path algorithm, we send a newly arriving
virtual call along the minimum packet delay path. However, in the three
learning automata algorithms proposed in the next paragraphs, instead of
using a definitive decision as to where to send a newly arriving virtual call,
we vary the path routing probabilities favoring the minimum delay path.
Note that the deterministic shortest-path algorithm is a special case of the
learning automata algorithms, since by suitably tuning the parameters, we
can select the minimum length path with probability 1.
The values for the reward and penalty parameters in the learning au7

tomata should be chosen by experimentation for specific network topology,
number of paths between source-destination pairs, traffic characteristics, information about the network state, updating time interval and other variables. For uniformity across all three learning automata algorithms, we
wanted to use the same reward and penalty parameters. After a lengthy
experimentation, we found that the values of reward parameter = 0.2 and
penalty parameter = 0.8 achieve good performance for all three learning automata algorithms. However, as we show in section 3, there exist other values
for these parameters in each one of the three learning automata algorithms
that result in better performance.

2.1

L

The first algorithm uses the well known L learning automaton [23, 20] with
reward parameter α = 0.2 and penalty parameter β = 0.8. When an action
is attempted at time n, the L automaton increases at time n + 1 the action’s
probability by an amount proportional to one minus its value at n for a
favorable response and decreases it by an amount proportional to its value
at n for an unfavorable response. In our case, if the selected path has the
minimum packet delay at the next iteration, then we increase the probability
of selecting it again, otherwise we decrease it. More specifically:
Let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call.
Update the probabilities at time instances n until the (v + 1)th virtual call
arrives:
If Tπ[sd] (n) ≤ min{Tp[sd] (n)}, then
p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) + 0.2 ∗ [1 − Pπ[sd] (n)]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) − 0.2 ∗ Pp[sd] (n)
else
Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) − 0.8 ∗ hPπ[sd] (n)
i
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) + 0.8 ∗ 1 − Pp[sd] (n)

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

Select the path for the (v + 1)th virtual call probabilistically according to
Pp[sd] (v + 1) ∀p[sd].
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Thus, let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call. Then, we measure
the average packet delay over the selected path π[sd], Tπ[sd] , as well as over
the other paths p[sd], Tp[sd] , during an updating time interval (n, n+1]. If the
delay over the selected path is less that the delay over the other paths, then we
increase the probability of selecting the same path again, Pπ[sd] , and decrease
the probability of selecting any other path, Pp[sd] . Otherwise, if the delay over
the selected path is not the minimum, then we decrease the probability of
selecting the same path again, Pπ[sd] , and increase the probability of selecting
any other path, Pp[sd] . This updating process is repeated until the next
v + 1 virtual call arrives. At that moment, this new virtual call is routed
probabilistically, according to the current routing probabilities, along a path.

2.2

M RL

The second algorithm uses the S-model Multiple Response Linear (M RL)
learning automaton. The norms of behavior for the Q-model M RL learning automaton are investigated in [8, 9]. The idea for the M RL learning
automata is to use different adaptation rates for different environment responses. We consider two response and penalty regions for the algorithm
and the functions that define these regions are linear functions with parameter 2. When the selected path gives very good performance (very small
delay), then we increase the probability of the selected path very fast. When
the selected path gives almost good performance (small delay), then we increase the probability of the selected path slowly. Correspondingly, when the
selected path gives very bad performance (very large delay), then we decrease
the probability of the selected path very fast. When the selected path gives
almost bad performance (large delay), then we decrease the probability of the
selected path slowly. Here, we take as reward parameters α1 = 0.8 (excellent
choice), α2 = 0.2 (good choice, but not excellent) and penalty parameters
β 2 = 0.8 (bad choice), β 1 = 1 (very bad choice). More specifically:
Let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call.
Update the probabilities at time instances n until the (v + 1)th virtual call
arrives:
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If Tπ[sd] (n) ≤ min{Tp[sd] (n)/2}, then
p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) + 0.8 ∗ [1 − Pπ[sd] (n)]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) − 0.8 ∗ Pp[sd] (n)

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

If min{Tp[sd] (n)/2} < Tπ[sd] (n) ≤ min{Tp[sd] (n)},
p[sd]

p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) + 0.2 ∗ [1 − Pπ[sd] (n)]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) − 0.2 ∗ Pp[sd] (n)

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

If min{Tp[sd] (n)} ≤ Tπ[sd] (n) ≤ min{2 ∗ Tp[sd] (n)},
p[sd]

p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) − 0.8 ∗ hPπ[sd] (n)
i
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) + 0.8 ∗ 1 − Pp[sd] (n)

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

If min{2 ∗ Tp[sd] (n)} ≤ Tπ[sd] (n),
p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) − 1 ∗ hPπ[sd] (n)
i
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) + 1 ∗ 1 − Pp[sd] (n)

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

Select the path for the (v + 1)th virtual call probabilistically according to
Pp[sd] (v + 1) ∀p[sd].
The algorithm works as follows: let path π[sd] is selected for the v th
virtual call. Then, we measure the average packet delay over the selected
path π[sd], Tπ[sd] , as well as over the other paths p[sd], Tp[sd] , during an
updating time interval (n, n + 1].
If the delay over the selected path is smaller than half of the minimum delay over the other paths, then we rapidly increase the probability of selecting
the same path again, Pπ[sd] , and rapidly decrease the probability of selecting
any other path, Pp[sd] . If the delay over the selected path is larger than half
the minimum but smaller than the minimum delay over the other paths, then
we slowly increase the probability of selecting the same path again, Pπ[sd] ,
and slowly decrease the probability of selecting any other path, Pp[sd] .
Otherwise, if the delay over the selected path is larger than the minimum
but smaller than double the minimum delay over the other paths, then we
slowly decrease the probability of selecting the same path again, Pπ[sd] , and
slowly increase the probability of selecting any other path, Pp[sd] . If the delay
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over the selected path is larger than double the minimum delay over the other
paths, then we rapidly decrease the probability of selecting the same path
again, Pπ[sd] , and rapidly increase the probability of selecting any other path,
Pp[sd] .
This updating process is repeated until the next v + 1 virtual call arrives.
At that moment, this new virtual call is routed probabilistically, according
to the current routing probabilities, along a path.

2.3

SDL

Finally, the third algorithm uses the State Dependent Linear (SDL) learning
automaton [8]. The idea for the SDL learning automaton is to make the
reward and penalty parameters functions of the difference of the average
delay of the selected path and the maximum average delay of the other paths
between this source-destination. We use the exponential function in order
to emphasize the difference in the delays. Then, the smaller the delay of a
path, the more probable its selection. More specifically:
Let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call.
Update the probabilities at time instances n until the (v + 1)th virtual call
arrives:
If Tπ[sd] (n) ≤ min{Tp[sd] (n)}, then
p[sd]

[Tπ[sd] (n) − max Tp[sd] (n)]
p[sd]
Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) + 0.2 ∗ (1 − e
) ∗ [1 − Pπ[sd] (n)]
[Tπ[sd] (n) − max Tp[sd] (n)]
p[sd]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) − 0.2 ∗ (1 − e
) ∗ Pp[sd] (n)
∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]
else
[Tπ[sd] (n) − max Tp[sd] (n)]
p[sd]
Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) − 0.8 ∗ e
∗ Pπ[sd] (n)
[Tπ[sd] (n) − max Tp[sd] (n)] h
i
p[sd]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) + 0.8 ∗ e
∗ 1 − Pp[sd] (n)
∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]
Select the path for the (v + 1)th virtual call probabilistically according to
Pp[sd] (v + 1) ∀p[sd].
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So, let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call. Then, we measure
the average packet delay over the selected path π[sd], Tπ[sd] , as well as over
the other paths p[sd], Tp[sd] , during an updating time interval (n, n + 1].
If the delay over the selected path is smaller than the delay over the other
paths, then we increase the probability of selecting the same path again,
Pπ[sd] , and decrease the probability of selecting any other path, Pp[sd] . If the
difference of the delay of the selected path minus the maximum delay over
the other paths, Tπ[sd] − max Tp[sd] , is large, this means that the selected path
p[sd]

has very good performance. In this case, the function exp[Tπ[sd] − max Tp[sd] ]
p[sd]

approaches the 0. Therefore, the probability for the selected path, Pπ[sd] ,
increases very fast. If this difference is small, this means that the selected
path has marginally good performance. In this case, the function exp[Tπ[sd] −
max Tp[sd] ] approaches the 1. Therefore, the probability for the selected path,
p[sd]

Pπ[sd] , increases slowly. The probabilities for the other paths decrease accordingly.
Otherwise, if the delay over the selected path is not the minimum, then we
decrease the probability of selecting the same path again, Pπ[sd] , and increase
the probability of selecting any other path, Pp[sd] . If the difference of the
delay over the selected path minus the maximum delay over the other paths,
Tπ[sd] − max Tp[sd] , is large, this means that the selected path has not so bad
p[sd]

performance. In this case, the function exp[Tπ[sd] − max Tp[sd] ] approaches the
p[sd]

0. Therefore, the probability for the selected path, Pπ[sd] , decreases slowly.
If this difference is small, this means that the selected path has very poor
performance. In this case, the function exp[Tπ[sd] − max Tp[sd] ] approaches the
p[sd]

1. Therefore, the probability for the selected path, Pπ[sd] , decreases fast. The
probabilities for the other paths increase accordingly.
This updating process is repeated until the next v + 1 virtual call arrives.
At that moment, this new virtual call is routed probabilistically, according
to the current routing probabilities, along a path.

3

SIMULATION

In this section, we compare the performance of the deterministic shortestpath and the three learning automata algorithms (see previous section) via
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simulation. In an arbitrary topology network, we consider two specific paths
to be available between a given source-destination pair. We assign a learning
automaton at the source node to route newlly arriving virtual calls through
either the first or the second path. Path # 1 has seven links each one with
effective service rate 1. Path # 2 has seven links with effective service rates
1, 0.5, 2, 2, 2, 0.5 and 1. Once a path is selected for a new virtual call,
all packets belonging to this virtual call are transmitted through this path.
Upon arrival, each packet is sent through the selected path for the virtual call
it belongs to. Then the packet is transmitted link-by-link to the destination.
We consider Poisson distributed virtual call arrivals, Poisson distributed
packet arrivals in a virtual call and geometrically distributed number of packets in a virtual call. Then the virtual call duration (lifetime) is exponentially
distributed. Finally, the packet service requirement is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ = 1. For the traffic characteristics, we consider two
cases:
i) 30/2/40: the mean interarrival time of virtual calls is 1/γ = 30, the
interarrival time of packets in a virtual call is 1/r = 2 and the mean virtual
call duration is 1/δ = 40.
ii) 50/5/200: the mean interarrival time of virtual calls is 1/γ = 50, the
interarrival time of packets in a virtual call is 1/r = 5 and the mean virtual
call duration is 1/δ = 200.
For measuring the path delay and updating the probabilities, we consider
two cases:
i) 1 : at every packet departure from the network through a path, the
destination sends to the source the delay of this last packet through this
path.
ii) 50 : at every 50th packet departure from the network through a path,
the destination sends to the source the average packet delay of these 50 last
packets through this path.
The source node keeps and updates the information about the delay of
its paths to the destination. The information about the delay of a path is
updated every time a packet arrives at the destination through this path.
However, this updating is not done immediately, but we assume that this
information becomes available to the source node after a feedback delay.
We assume that no extra traffic is created for transferring this feedback
information to the source node (it is either piggybacked on regular packets
or uses a different channel). We consider two cases for the feedback delay:
13

30/2/40

1 instant

1 obsolete

50 instant

50 obsolete

deterministic
50.59 ±0.89 63.59 ±1.28 55.38 ±0.93 61.97 ±1.36
L automaton
50.27 ±1.15 61.29 ±1.36 57.37 ±0.88 61.44 ±1.25
MRL automaton 50.64 ±0.73 61.27 ±1.63 61.15 ±0.92 64.04 ±1.36
SDL automaton 48.92 ±0.51 62.52 ±1.04 57.37 ±1.14 60.60 ±1.46
50/5/200

1 instant

1 obsolete

50 instant

50 obsolete

deterministic
46.79 ±1.75 57.84 ±1.92 60.52 ±2.21 68.30 ±2.23
L automaton
45.35 ±1.45 54.85 ±2.31 61.43 ±1.76 65.43 ±1.77
MRL automaton 43.25 ±1.45 56.45 ±2.13 62.05 ±3.16 65.67 ±2.52
SDL automaton 46.22 ±1.36 57.45 ±2.17 60.81 ±1.79 67.24 ±1.68
Table 1: The average packet delay ± error (95% confidence interval) for
deterministic, Linear automaton, Multiple Response automaton and State
Dependent automaton based routing.
i) instantaneous information, when the feedback delay is 7 time units. In
this case, we assume that the feedback information has higher priority over
other packets and does not wait in queues.
ii) obsolete information, when the feedback delay is 60 time units. In
this case, we assume that the feedback information is piggybacked on regular
packets and is transferred back to the source node.
Updating the information of a path asynchronously at packet departure
instances has an undesirable characteristic. If a path becomes unattractive
for routing packets through it, then we may not route any more packets
through it. However, our information about its length remains the same,
although after some time this path may become idle. We have overcome this
problem by sending a probe packet through a path that has not been used
for 100 time units. In this way, we may update our information about its
delay.
In Table 1 and Figures 1-8, we show the simulation results for the average
packet delay for 10,000 virtual calls.
For given learning parameters α = 0.2 and β = 0.8, all four algorithms
perform similarly, although the learning automata algorithms achieve bet14

ter performance. Furthermore, the learning automata have more flexibility,
since we can calibrate their learning parameters depending on the particular
network topology and traffic characteristics. By suitably tuning the reward
and penalty parameters, the learning automata give improved performance.
For example, in the case of 30/2/40, the L automaton with α = 0 and
β = 0.6 achieves an average packet delay of 45.03 (when 1 instant), 52.42
(when 1 obsolete), 54.40 (when 50 instant), 57.99 (when 50 obsolete). These
delays are much smaller than those in Table 1.
In the case of 50/5/200, the M RL automaton with [α1 = 0.8, α2 = 1, β 2 =
1, β 1 = 1] achieves an average packet delay of 57.14 (when 50 instant) and
with [α1 = 0.8, α2 = 0.2, β 2 = 1, β 1 = 1] achieves an average packet delay of
64.43 (when 50 obsolete). Again, these delays are much smaller than those
in Table 1.
Another important result is that the more frequent we update the algorithms and the more recent network state information we have, the better
the performance. Thus, the best performance is achieved when the router
knows the delay experienced by every packet as it traverses a particular path,
as soon as possible.

4

VIRTUAL LINK LENGTH

In this section, we develop the virtual link length, a new measure for the
link length in virtual circuit networks. We use it in the learning automata
routing algorithm to route newly arriving virtual calls. Then, we show via
simulation its superiority over the minimum packet delay or shortest-queue
routing.
Let a link ij with service rate Cij . We propose as link length lij (n) at
current
time n a convex combination of its current length lij
(n) and its expected
f uture
(n). In this way, we base our decisions not only on
length in the future lij
the current network state, but also on the estimated future network state.
We call it virtual link length and define it as [8]:
f uture
current
(n)
(n) + (1 − ) ∗ lij
lij =  ∗ lij

1 + Nij (n)
, a linear funcµCij
tion of the number of packets on link ij, Nij . This current link length is the
current
We may consider as current length lij
(n) =
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estimated packet delay on this link right now. We may consider as future
1 + Vij (n)
f uture
, a linear function of the number of virtual calls
length lij
(n) =
µCij
on link ij, Vij . This future link length is the estimated packet delay on this
link in the near future.
Then the virtual length of link ij is
lij =  ∗

1 + Nij (n)
1 + Vij (n)
+ (1 − ) ∗
µCij
µCij

0≤≤1

A related measure to the virtual link length is the unfinished work [10]:
Uij (n) =

1 + Nij (n) r 1 + Vij (n)
+ ∗
µCij
δ
µCij

where the future link length is weighted by r/δ: the average number of
packets in a virtual call. The unifinished work represents the average delay
due to both the current packets waiting to be transmitted and the packets
that are expected to arrive (due to the current open virtual calls) and be
transmitted.
X
The virtual length of a path π[sd] is lπ[sd] (n) =
lij (n).
ij∈π[sd]

The routing decisions are done by a L algorithm with reward parameter
α = 0.2 and penalty parameter β = 0.8. If the selected path has the minimum virtual length at the next iteration, then we increase the probability of
selecting it again, otherwise we decrease it.
Let path π[sd] is selected for the v th virtual call.
Update the probabilities at time instances n until the (v + 1)th virtual call
arrives:
If lπ[sd] (n) = min{lp[sd] (n)}, then
p[sd]

Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) + 0.2 ∗ [1 − Pπ[sd] (n)]
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) − 0.2 ∗ Pp[sd] (n)
else
Pπ[sd] (n + 1) = Pπ[sd] (n) − 0.8 ∗ hPπ[sd] (n)
i
Pp[sd] (n + 1) = Pp[sd] (n) + 0.8 ∗ 1 − Pp[sd] (n)
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∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

∀ p[sd] 6= π[sd]

Select the path for the (v + 1)th virtual call probabilistically according to
Pp[sd] (v + 1) ∀p[sd].
Next, we investigate the effect of the parameter  on the average packet
delay.
We consider the same network as that of the previous section. The mean
packet service requirement is 1/µ = 1. The total packet arrival rate is r ∗
γ/δ = 4/5 (i.e. 4 packets per 5 time units). Two cases that achieve this rate
are the following:
i) 5/50/200: the mean interarrival time of virtual calls is 1/γ = 5, the
mean interarrival time of packets in a virtual call is 1/r = 50 and the mean
virtual call duration is 1/δ = 200.
ii) 50/5/200: the mean interarrival time of virtual calls is 1/γ = 50, the
mean interarrival time of packets in a virtual call is 1/r = 5 and the mean
virtual call duration is 1/δ = 200.
For measuring the path length and updating the path probabilities, we
consider two cases:
i) 1 : the current number of packets at each link is sent to the source at
every packet departure from that link.
ii) 50 : the average number of packets at each link during the last 50 time
units is sent to the source at every 50th packet departure from that link.
The source node keeps and updates the information about the virtual
lengths of its paths to the destination. The information about the virtual
length of a path is updated every time a packet arrives at the destination
through this path. However, this updating is not done immediately, but we
assume that this information becomes available to the source node after a
feedback delay. We assume that no extra traffic is created for transferring
this feedback information to the source node (it is either piggybacked on
regular packets or uses a different channel). We consider two cases for the
feedback delay:
i) instantaneous information, when the feedback delay is 7 time units. In
this case, we assume that the feedback information has higher priority over
other packets and does not wait in queues.
ii) obsolete information, when the feedback delay is 60 time units. In
this case, we assume that the feedback information is piggybacked on regular
packets and is transferred back to the source node.
In Table 2 and Figure 9, 10, we show the simulation results for the average
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5/50/200
 = 0.2
 = 0.4
 = 0.6
 = 0.8
=1
path delay
50/5/200
=0
 = 0.2
 = 0.4
 = 0.6
 = 0.8
=1
path delay

1 instant
104.22
59.61
46.98
39.77
37.19
55.97

50 instant

50 obsolete

±4.50 102.20 ±5.51 133.30 ±5.98 129.71
±3.31 59.97 ±3.06 78.49 ±2.75 73.94
±2.43 46.12 ±1.79 60.88 ±1.67 56.81
±1.05 42.68 ±1.25 64.12 ±2.05 77.94
±1.22 50.66 ±2.06 104.38 ±4.36 126.66
±3.98 97.02 ±8.79 106.41 ±8.03 121.67

1 instant
73.01
36.70
34.39
34.85
35.29
37.02
45.35

1 obsolete

1 obsolete

±3.89 69.24
±0.98 37.20
±1.05 37.23
±1.05 39.41
±0.88 41.59
±1.02 44.15
±1.45 54.85

±5.15
±0.83
±1.42
±1.10
±1.11
±0.99
±2.31

50 instant
125.73 ±13.88
51.43 ±1.66
64.44 ±1.69
76.96 ±1.50
83.39 ±1.19
86.26 ±2.34
61.43 ±1.76

±4.92
±2.38
±1.53
±3.33
±4.45
±8.15

50 obsolete
100.86
51.50
68.90
85.60
92.28
97.26
65.43

±7.56
±1.77
±1.71
±1.10
±2.13
±3.46
±1.77

Table 2: The average packet delay ± error (95% confidence interval) for
different values of the parameter , when we use as path length the sum
1 + Nij
1 + Vij
of the virtual link lengths lij =  ∗
+ (1 − ) ∗
, or the path
µCij
µCij
delay.
packet delay for 10,000 virtual calls.
An important observation made in the previous section is also repeated
here: the more frequent we update the learning automaton algorithm and the
more recent network state information we have, the better the performance.
We also notice that a proper value for the parameter  should be experimentally selected for best performance. Using only the number of virtual
calls on each link ( = 0) as the link length is very inefficient (actually, for
the case 5/50/200, the average network delay becomes extremely high and
we do not even show it). Also, it is not always best to use only the number
of packets on each link ( = 1) as the link length.
For comparison, we also show the average network delay, when we use
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the packet delay on a path as the path length. We remark that using both
the number of packets and virtual calls is much better than using the packet
delay on the path.
In case, we update the learning automaton infrequently and have obsolete
state information, then it seems better to weight more (ex.  < 1/2) the
number of virtual calls, Vij , than the number of packets, Nij , in the virtual
f uture
link length. Then, the routing decisions depend more on lij
than on
current
.
lij
When the interarrival time of virtual calls is very short 1/γ = 5, virtual
calls arrive very frequently into the network. On the average, there are γ/δ =
40 virtual calls, each one carries r/δ = 4 packets, so there are 160 packets
into the network. Thus, it is important to weight properly the dependency
of the routing algorithm onto the number of packets and virtual calls. Table
2 shows that the routing decisions should be based more on the number of
packets on each link than on the number of virtual calls on each link. If at
every packet departure, we know the current network state instantaneously,
then it is better to base the routing decisions only (100%) on the current
number of packets. If at every packet departure, we know the network state
after a feedback delay, then it is better to base the routing decisions at 80% on
the number of packets and at 20% on the number of virtual calls. If at every
50th packet departure, we know the network state either instantaneously or
after a feedback delay, then it is better to base the routing decisions at 60%
on the number of packets and at 40% on the number of virtual calls.
However, if we increase the interarrival time of virtual calls at 1/γ =
50, the number of virtual calls plays a more important role in the routing
decisions. In this case, on the average, there are γ/δ = 4 virtual calls, each
one carries r/δ = 40 packets, so there are 160 packets into the network.
Here, we have fewer virtual calls, but the impact of each one on the network
performance is greater than in the previous case. Thus, we weight the number
of virtual calls more than previously. This is shown in Table 2. If at every
packet departure, we know the current network state instantaneously, then it
is better to base the routing decisions at 40% on the number of packets and
at 60% on the number of virtual calls. If at every packet departure, we know
the network state after a feedback delay, then it is better to base the routing
decisions at 20% on the number of packets and at 80% on the number of
virtual calls. If at every 50th packet departure, we know the network state
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either instantaneously or after a feedback delay, then it is better to base the
routing decisions at 20% on the number of packets and at 80% on the number
of virtual calls.
Note also, that although the traffic characteristics 5/50/200 and 50/5/200
give the same packet arrival rate, the overall average packet delay is different.
It is obvious, that using only the number of virtual calls or only the number
of packets as a measure for the traffic in connection-oriented networks (as it
is done in real networks [2, 3, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 25, 30]) is inefficient. The
proposed virtual link length incorporates both the number of packets and the
number of virtual calls on the link and provides much better performance.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we use learning automata at the source nodes of a connectionoriented network to dynamically route newly arriving virtual calls to their
destination. First, we introduce the M RL and the SDL learning automata.
We use these two new learning automata, as well as the well-known L learning
automaton and the deterministic shortest-path algorithms in a simulation
program to route virtual calls. We find that the more frequent the updating
and the more recent information used, the better the performance.
Then, we develop a new measure for the load on a link, called the virtual
link length, which is a function of both the number of packets and the number
of virtual calls at this link. Instead of using the packet delay as a link
length, we propose the use of the virtual link length in the learning automata
routing. We show via simulation that this virtual link length is superior to
the minimum packet delay or shortest-queue-type link length, usually used
in real networks [2, 3, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 25, 30]. Using the virtual link length
in the routing decisions results in smaller average packet delay than using
only the number of packets, or only the number of virtual calls, or the packet
delay. Consequently, incorporating both the packet and the virtual call traffic
characteristics into the routing decisions is important for improved network
performance.
Furthermore, when the routing algorithm is updated infrequently based
on obsolete network state information, then the information about the number of virtual calls is more reliable than the information about the number
of packets at the link. Therefore, in this case, the virtual link length should
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be based more on the number of virtual calls than on the number of packets
at this link. Finally, when there are few virtual calls and each one carries a
large number of packets, the impact of a new virtual call on the performance
of the links that it will use is large. Again, in this case, the virtual link length
should be based more on the number of virtual calls than on the number of
packets at this link. On the other hand, when there are many virtual calls
and each one carries a small number of packets, the impact of a new virtual
call on the performance is small. In this case, the virtual link length should
be based more on the number of packets than on the number of virtual calls
at this link.
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